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No other book offers a complete guide to chiropractic adjustive techniques! Chiropractic Technique,

3rd Edition makes it easy to understand essential procedures and provides a rationale for their use.

Written by Thomas F. Bergmann, DC, FICC, and David H. Peterson, DC, and backed by the latest

research studies, this bestseller describes the basic principles needed to evaluate, select, and apply

specific adjustive procedures. With a review of chiropractic history, detailed descriptions of joint

examination and adjustive techniques for the spine, pelvis, and extremities, and a companion

Evolve website with how-to videos, this book is a must-have reference for students and

clinicians.Offers over 700 photos and line drawings depicting the correct way to set up and perform

adjustive procedures, clarifying concepts, and showing important spinal and muscle anatomy.

Includes up-to-date research studies and methods for validating manual therapy. Discusses

mechanical principles so you can determine not only which adjustive procedure to use and when,

but also why you should choose one approach over another. Organizes content thematically with a

discussion of practical anatomy, kinematics, evaluation, and technique for each joint.Covers

anatomy and biomechanics in detail, along with adjustive techniques for the spine, extraspinal

techniques, and additional techniques for special populations, helping you fully prepare for board

examinations.Covers the manipulable lesion as a basis for treating disorders with manual therapy,

including chiropractic techniques. Includes content on low-force techniques to help you treat elderly

patients and patients who are in acute pain.Includes useful appendices with clinical information as

well as interesting historical information, including a feature on practitioners who developed specific

techniques.NEW Evolve website with video clips of the author performing all the adjustive

procedures in the book.Updated and expanded content covers new information on joint anatomy

and assessment including Newton's laws and fibrocartilage, joint malposition, joint subluxation,

history of subluxation/dysfunction, and sacroiliac articulation.A procedure index printed on the inside

of the front cover makes it easier to find specific procedures.
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This book is in use for the Chiropractic course in Odense, Denmark, as a textbook on chiropractic

technique in the 5.th and 6.th semester of the 10 semester university programme. Great book with

nice illustrations, allthough there are a few mistakes or typing errors. This is a great book for

teaching manipulative therapy.

I recently graduated chiropractic college and found this book to be one of the main sources to help

me learn chiropractic technique. The pictures are great. It shows you how to set up and what the

direction of torque is. I used this to study for the National Boards Part 2, 3 and 4. It also has a great

section on how show how to translate a PRS-SP Gonstead listing into a National or Medicare listing.

This section alone helped me a lot on the boards. I also used the following study guides for the

preparing for the Chiropractic National Boards:National Board of Chiropractic Part II Study Guide:

Key Review Questions and Answers by Patrick LeonardiNational Board of Chiropractic Part III

Study Guide: Key Review Questions and Answers with Explanations by Patrick LeonardiNational

Board of Chiropractic Part IV Study Guide: Key Review Questions and Answers (Topics: Diagnostic

Imaging) Volume 1National Board of Chiropractic Part IV Study Guide: Key Review Questions and

Answers (Topics: Case Management and Technique Practical) Volume 2 by Patrick LeonardiThese

study guides helped me tremendously on the boards. They prepared me for the type of questions to

get ready for. They also helped me to know which sections I was weak in before taking the boards.

These 5 books helped me greatly in preparation for taking the boards. Buying these books are

definitely better than taking over the boards again.

This review is only for the kindle version of this Book, the book itself is in depth and closer to a 5

star, but I've been using this kindle version for just a little while and some of the links you click on

take you to the wrong figure in the book, overall it just isn't as easy to navigate around as I would

think the paper book would be. I am using an ipad to view the book, I'm not sure if that makes a

difference.



I bought this book on the recommendation of a Palmer instructor. One of the biggest problems I've

had is finding another student to practice with. Not only that, if you practice adjusting wrong, you

learn wrong and waste a lot of time & effort - not to mention your frustration level goes into

orbit...The instructors in the classes almost make it look too easy. But they've had tons of

experience. Things get a lot more confusing when there are so many techniques, what not to do,

where to put your hands, how to stabilize, etc etc etc. This book, though pricey, is concise and to

the point with lots of photos - where to place your hands, patient positions, doctor stance, lines of

drive & correction, multiple techniques, extremities adjusting, and so forth. School is so hectic and

there is so much to learn, so many exams & practicals, boards, more exams, internal orals, etc. We

already spend a large fortune on tuition. If you're going to invest in your future, why skimp on the

few things that can make your adjusting life a bit easier?My only regret is that I wish I'd bought and

started reading this book in my first quarter at Palmer.

A great, priceless book for chiropractic students such as myself. However, the website with videos

that accompany the text is still not available. Big mistake. Videos would've been a great compliment

to the text as it is a technique book. This will be a definite 5 star rating as soon as the website is up

and running.

One cannot learn to adjust or perform physical therapy or orthopaedic testing from a book, no

matter how clever the photographs. However, this may be one that is quite close. The set-ups are

almost exactly as the pictures detail, and the explanations are top-notch. For the price, it is worth

the purchase.

Got the book, but the promised website with videos is 'under construction' I'm giving low stars

because of this.

Exactly what I wanted and also a board required text for those students who may need to take

boards in the near future.
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